Pursuant to Administrative Code Section 27-131, the following equipment or material has been found acceptable for use subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.

MEA 80-08-E

Manufacturer: AlarmSaf, Inc.  
65A Industrial Way  
Wilmington, MA 01887-6455

Trade Name(s): AlarmSaf, Inc.

Product: Fire alarm & access control power supplies and accessory board

Pertinent Code Section(s): Subchapter 17 and Reference Standard RS 17

Prescribed Test(s): §27-969 (UL 294 and UL 1481)

Laboratory: ETL/Intertek Testing Services NA, Inc.

Test Report(s): Intertek Report No. 312112BOX-001-RC issued September 17, 2007  

Description: The PS5-M is an offline switching power supply rated at 12/24VDC at 4A/8A output. It can charge 80AH of battery maximum within 48 hours. It is available in a variety of enclosures, including a 19 inch rack-mountable enclosure (RMDC series). Larger enclosures may have one or two supplies in one enclosure (including the RMDC series). The FAIM accessory board adds fire alarm interface capability to the PS5-M and RMDC series.

**Terms and Conditions:** The above-described fire alarm equipment is accepted on the following conditions:

1. All uses, configurations, arrangements and functions, application and installations shall comply with the provisions of New York City Building Code, specifically Subchapter 17, and Reference Standard RS 17-3. Further, the installation of these devices shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation, NFPA 72, and UL Standard 1481.

2. The above-reference fire alarm control units shall be used only with listed and approved/accepted fire alarm equipment and accessories with which the compatibility has been determined by a UL test report.

3. All enclosing cases for above fire alarm equipment shall be painted in “red” color.

4. All shipments and deliveries of such equipment shall be provided with a metal tag, suitably placed, certifying that the equipment shipped or delivered is equivalent to that tested and accepted for use, as provided in Section 27-131 of the New York City Building Code.

Final Acceptance  May 5, 2008

Examined By  [Signature]